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STUDY objecTiveS
Serious recessive and X-linked conditions affect an estimated 1 in 300 pregnancies.1 However, universal screening for only the two conditions recommended by current guidelines, cystic fibrosis and spinal muscular atrophy (SMA),2-4 
misses nearly 70% of carriers of rare disease5 and fails to detect up to 94% of pregnancies affected with profound and severe conditions, depending on ethnicity.6,7 Expanded carrier screening (ECS), i.e., testing reproductive partners’ 
carrier status for a large number of recessive and X-linked conditions without regard to ethnicity, addresses this gap. The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists recognizes ECS as an acceptable strategy for carrier screening,8 
and together with American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics,

the Society for Maternal-Fetal Medicine, the National Society of Genetic Counselors, and the Perinatal Quality Foundation, acknowledges the unique benefits and considerations of ECS.9 

When ECS is undertaken during the preconception period, results enable interventions to reduce the risk of affected pregnancies, such as in vitro fertilization (IVF) with preimplantation genetic testing for monogenic conditions (PGT-M), 
use of donor gametes, adoption, or avoidance of pregnancy altogether. If and when pregnancy does occur, prenatal diagnostic testing can then be undertaken to determine if the pregnancy is affected. Here, we describe the impact of ECS 
results on planned and actual pregnancy management among couples identified as at-risk by expanded carrier screening (ECS) during the preconception period.

South San Francisco, California 

Figure 2. Participants and their reproductive partners represented diverse geographic locations, ethnicities, and religions.
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meThoDS
Pathogenic variants in CFTR from a cohort of 103,718 patients were discovered via Foresight, a validated NGS-based ECS. A custom algorithm identified CNVs via statistically significant relative deviations in NGS read depth, with downward 
depth deflections signifying deletions and upward deflections indicating duplications. Approximate CNV breakpoints were inferred from the NGS-depth profile across the gene. Positive CNVs were orthogonally assessed via multiplex 
ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA). CFTR CNV sensitivity was explored across a range of length scales via in silico simulations.

Retrospective survey of at-risk couples (ARCs) screened between September 2015 and December 2017.
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Figure 1A. A database of more than 270,000 
individuals screened by Counsyl for up to 176 
conditions was analyzed to identify females carrying 
pathogenic autosomal recessive or X-linked 
variants, and whose partners carried pathogenic 
variants in the same gene (at-risk couple, ARC). 
ARCs were invited to complete a survey. 391 ARCs 
responded, 235 of whom were not pregnant when 
they received their results. 

Figure 1B. An online survey was emailed to ARCs. 
Flow of survey was (1) condition(s) for which 
current or future pregnancy was at risk, (2) 
pregnancy status, (3) actions currently pursuing or 
planning to pursue (4) status and actions planned/
pursued for subsequent pregnancies after receiving 
ECS results, and (5) demographic questions.
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2. Demographics of study participants

Geography (%)Geography (%)

Northeast   22

Midwest   13

South    32

West     33

Outside US  1

No affiliation    23|26

Jewish      18|16

Protestant     17|14

Catholic     17|17

Agnostic       7|17

Atheist        3|6

Hindu        2|2

Buddhist       2|1

Muslim          1|2

Mormon       1|1

Other        4|4

Prefer not to say    6|6

Geography (%)

Northern European    30|29

Other/Mixed Caucasian   29|27

Ashkenazi Jewish     19|18

Southern European        9|10

East Asian              9|6

Hispanic            5|7

South Asian           4|4

African or African American   4|4

Southeast Asian       3|2

Middle Eastern        2|3

French Canadian or Cajun      2|2

Native American         1|1

Pacific Islander          0|1

Other             1|1

Unknown            1|1

Prefer not to say         3|3

3. Conditions for which ARCs reported their future pregnancies were at risk

Figure 3. ARCs reported that their future pregnancies were collectively at risk for more than 40 conditions, with approximately 
15% being at risk for profound conditions, 70% being at risk for severe conditions, and 15% being at risk for moderate conditions. 
The percent of conditions represented among ARCs is shown. Severity categories are based on Lazarin et al, 2014.⁷

4. Actions planned or pursued by ARCs 5. Actions and outcomes in subsequent pregnancies

6. Top reasons ARCs chose not to undergo prenatal diagnosis

Figure 4. 77% (n=180) of ARCs reported planning or pursuing actions that would reduce the risk of an affected 
pregnancy. These actions included IVF with PGT-M (n=139), prenatal diagnostic testing (n=48), use of a donor 
gamete (n=18), adoption (5%, n=12), and/or avoidance of pregnancy (n=9). Respondents could select more than 
one action, so percents total more than 100%.

Figure 5. Among ARCs screened before pregnancy (n=235), there were 126 subsequent pregnancies, 40% (n=50) 
of which were achieved by IVF with PGT-M. Nearly one-third (29%, n=37) underwent prenatal diagnosis, with 34% 
(n=11) found to be affected. (5 ARCs were still awaiting the results of prenatal diagnosis when this study was 
conducted.) Among affected pregnancies, 73% (n=8) were terminated and 27% (n=3) were live births. 71% (n=89) 
did not undergo prenatal diagnosis; among those pregnancies that resulted in a live birth (47%, n=42), 48% (n=20) 
planned or had already undergone postnatal diagnostic testing.

Figure 6. ARCs who chose not to undergo prenatal diagnostic testing reported their top reasons for not doing so. Respondents could 
choose more than one option, so percents total more than 100%.
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Preconception expanded carrier 
screening guides pregnancy 
management and results in fewer births 
affected with serious genetic conditions.

This study demonstrates the clinical 
utility of screening for serious 
conditions that have historically gone 
undetected before birth.
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Pregnancy outcomes
Live birth   47% 
Not born yet  31% 
Miscarried   19% 
Terminated  2% 

Not necessary because IVF+PGT-M performed

Perception of low risk that pregnancy is affected
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Miscarried before testing could be done
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ARCs: Collectively at-risk for >40 conditions

Smith-Lemli-Opitz 3% Fragile X syndrome 40% GJB2-related DFNB1 
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hearing loss
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